


The Toa have won a great victory 

in their first confrontation with 

Makuta. At last, they believe Mata 

Nui and its people to be safe… but 

they are wrong.

It begins with the appearance of 

small, scurrying creatures called 

Bohrok Va, scouts and heralds 

for a more powerful species. As 

the Toa ascend to the surface, 

they can hear the sounds of chaos 

coming from up above. Mata Nui 

is threatened anew by swarms of 

strange creatures, whose dark 

secrets will change life on the 

island forever. 

Even a Toa can know fear… when 
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Pahrak and Pahrak Va
The Pahrak are steady and methodical, slow to anger, and react to obstacles only when they 
have no other choice. They can be found throughout Mata Nui, using their control of stone to 
crumble mountains to dust. The Pahrak Va are easiest of all the Bohrok Va to capture, as they 
move more slowly than the rest, but physically they are among the strongest of these small 
creatures. 

Nuhvok and Nuhvok Va
The Nuhvok are among the most mysterious of the Bohrok, as they are almost never seen on 
the surface. Nuhvok are earth Bohrok, hard workers and incredibly strong, but slow to react to 
obstacles. The Nuhvok Va dig small tunnels of their own for travel beneath the island. 

Gahlok and Gahlok Va
The water Bohrok called Gahlok are sly and treacherous. They never react the same way 
twice to any situation, and their unpredictability makes them difficult to capture. They are most 
often seen in the lowlands and near the rivers of Ga-Koro. In addition to transporting krana, the 
Gahlok Va keeps an eye out for potential threats to the Gahlok.
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The Bohrok and the Bohrok Va
The Bohrok are loose throughout Mata Nui! Aided by the 

Bohrok Va, small, quick creatures that act as scouts and cou-
riers, the Bohrok are a threat unlike any the Toa have ever 
faced. The Bohrok travel in squads of eight, with their roles 

in the squad dictated by the unique krana they carry.

Tahnok and Tahnok Va
Wielding the power of fire, the Tahnok is quick to anger and often acts without thinking. They 
are most often sighted in the southern jungles, northern rocky plains, and icy wastes of central 
Mata Nui. The Tahnok Va uses its small firestaff primarily for defense and is an effective scout 
for the Tahnok.

Lehvak and Lehvak Va
The swamp Bohrok known as Lehvak are clever, unpredictable, and are rarely sighted in large 
numbers. Their tactical skill makes them perhaps the most dangerous of all the Bohrok, and no 
place on the island has been spared their presence. The Lehvak Va use their small blades to 
cut through dense jungle growth as they scout.

Kohrak and Kohrak Va
Like the ice they can create, Kohrak are cold and hard. Totally focused on their mission, it is 
almost impossible to distract a Kohrak from what it is doing. They are most often spotted in
valleys, lava plains, and open land. The Kohrak Va’s claws make it an excellent climber.
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What has gone before…
Mata Nui was once an island paradise – then 
Makuta came, bringing darkness and fear. A
prophecy foretold that six heroes of legend would 
appear to save the island, and so it came to pass. Six 
Toa, each with awesome elemental powers, came to 
Mata Nui to begin their quest.

To defeat Makuta, the Toa first had to gather six 
Great Masks of Power. Their efforts took them into 

great danger, as they faced the Rahi, Makuta’s dark 
beasts.  But the Toa were victorious. Each gathered six 

Kanohi Masks of Power and used them to obtain a Golden 
Kanohi. Each golden mask contains all the 
powers of the other six masks combined. 

The Toa descended into the tunnels below 
the island’s temple to confront Makuta. 
There they combined their bodies and minds 
to form two great Toa Kaita, Akamai and 
Wairuha. More powerful than ever before, the 
Toa defeated the Manas, Makuta’s crab-like 
guardians. Finally, they overcame shadow 
versions of themselves and achieved a great 
victory over Makuta!



Triumphant, the Toa returned to the surface, only to discover 
they now face a dangerous new foe: the Bohrok swarm!




